
Mars concretion systems. Although the analogue is not a perfect
match in every geologic parameter, the mere presence of these
spherical haematite concretions implies significant pore volumes of
moving subsurface fluids through porous rock.
Haematite is one of the few minerals found on Mars that can be

linked directly to water-related processes. Utah haematite concre-
tions are similar to the Mars concretions with spherical mor-
phology, haematite composition, and loose, weathered
accumulations. The abundance of quartz in the Utah example
could pose challenges for finding spectral matches to the concre-
tions. However, the similarities and differences of the Utah and
Mars haematite concretions should stimulate further investigations.
The potential role of biomediation in the precipitation of some
terrestrial haematite concretions could also hold important clues in
the search for life onMars. Intriguing factors in theMars systemyet to
be explored include: spectral comparisons, the source of the iron, the
driving mechanism for fluid flow, and other chemical and physical
parameters. This Utah analogue presents a model for a fascinating
history of fluid flow in the haematite region of Mars. A
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Teleportation of a quantum state encompasses the complete
transfer of information from one particle to another. The com-
plete specification of the quantum state of a system generally
requires an infinite amount of information, even for simple two-
level systems (qubits). Moreover, the principles of quantum
mechanics dictate that any measurement on a system immedi-
ately alters its state, while yielding at most one bit of information.
The transfer of a state from one system to another (by performing
measurements on the first and operations on the second) might
therefore appear impossible. However, it has been shown1 that
the entangling properties of quantum mechanics, in combi-
nation with classical communication, allow quantum-state tele-
portation to be performed. Teleportation using pairs of
entangled photons has been demonstrated2–6, but such tech-
niques are probabilistic, requiring post-selection of measured
photons. Here, we report deterministic quantum-state teleporta-
tion between a pair of trapped calcium ions. Following closely the
original proposal1, we create a highly entangled pair of ions and
perform a complete Bell-state measurement involving one ion
from this pair and a third source ion. State reconstruction
conditioned on this measurement is then performed on the
other half of the entangled pair. The measured fidelity is 75%,
demonstrating unequivocally the quantum nature of the process.

Teleportation of a state from a source qubit to a target qubit
requires three qubits: the sender’s source qubit and an ancillary
qubit that is maximally entangled with the receiver’s target qubit,
providing the strong quantum correlation. Once these states have
been prepared, a quantum mechanical measurement is performed
jointly on the source qubit and the ancilla qubit (specifically, a Bell-
state measurement, which projects the two qubits onto a basis of
maximally entangled states). In this process, the two qubits are
projected onto one of four equally likely outcomes. At the same
time, the non-local properties of quantum mechanics cause the
target qubit to be projected onto one of four corresponding states,
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each related to the original state of the source qubit, even though no
measurement was performed on this qubit. Knowledge of the result
of the source-ancilla measurement allows one to choose a simple
a priori operation to be carried out on the target qubit, resulting in
reconstruction of the original quantum state. Because each of the
four results on the source-ancilla measurement are equally likely,
regardless of the nature of the teleported state, no information
about the state is obtained (thus the no-cloning theorem7 is not
violated); further, as classical communication of the measurement
outcome is required to complete the state reconstruction, a state
cannot be teleported faster than the speed of light. Teleportation
does demonstrate a number of fascinating fundamental properties
of quantum theory, in particular the non-local property of
entangled states, which allows the projective measurement of the
source-ancilla pair to create a definite pure state in the target qubit.
Furthermore, teleportation has considerable implications for the
nascent technology of quantum information processing8; besides
being a compelling benchmark algorithm for a three-qubit quantum
computer, teleportation is a possible primitive for large-scale devices9.

Experiments demonstrating qubit teleportation2–6, all of which
used photons, were lacking the ability to perform a complete two-
photon Bell-state measurement. Successful teleportation events
were established by selecting the data after completion of the
experiment, searching for the subset of experiments in which the
outcome of the measurement and a preset reconstruction operation

were matched: that is, teleportation was performed post-selectively.
One experiment10 demonstrated unconditional teleportation of
continuous variables, in this case the quadrature amplitudes of a
light field. Mention should be made of a liquid-state NMR experi-
ment11 in which an ensemble of molecules was used in a highly
mixed state.
Our implementation of quantum teleportation uses entangled

states of massive particles (see also ref. 12). For this, we store three
40Caþ ions in a linear Paul trap; for a detailed description of the
experimental set-up, see ref. 13. The ions are arrayed in a linear
crystal with an inter-ion distance of 5 mm. A qubit is encoded in a
superposition of the S1/2 ground state and the metastable D5/2 state
(lifetime t < 1.16 s) of a 40Caþ ion. Each qubit can be individually
manipulated by a series of laser pulses on the j1i;S1/2 ðmJ ¼21=2Þ
to j0i;D5=2ðmJ ¼21=2Þ quadrupole transition near 729 nm
employing narrow-band laser radiation tightly focused onto
individual ions in the string. The qubits are initialized in j1i by
optical pumping. The centre-of-mass vibrational mode
(q ¼ 2p £ 1.2MHz) of the ion string is cooled to the ground
state as required for controlled interaction between the ions13.
We teleport the quantum state of ion 1 (the source qubit) onto

ion 3 (the target qubit) using the quantum circuit shown in Fig. 1.
The sequence is formally equivalent to the one proposed by Bennett
et al.1, but adapted to the ion-based quantum processor. As a first
step we prepare ion 2 (the ancilla) and 3 in the Bell state jwþl23 ¼
ðj0l2j1l3 þ j1l2j0l3Þ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
; the lifetime of which exceeds 100 ms

Figure 2 Result of the teleportation. The four test states are teleported with fidelities of

76%, 74%, 73% and 75%, respectively (grey bars). For each input state, 300 single

teleportation experiments were performed. The error of each entry, estimated from

quantum projection noise, is 2.5%. For comparison, white bars show the results if the

reconstruction operations are omitted, yielding an average fidelity of 49.6%. The optimum

‘teleportation’ obtainable by purely classical means reaches a fidelity of 66.7% (dashed

line).

Figure 3 Fidelity of teleportation as a function of the relative phasef of the reconstruction

and analysing pulses (see Table 1). This is demonstrated for the test input state j1i.

Varying f is used for optimizing the experimental fidelity thus accounting for a residual

uncompensated phase drift during the entire process (which is the same for all input

states).

Figure 1 Teleportation from ion 1 to ion 3. A Bell state of ions 2 and 3 is prepared as a

resource. The state to be teleported is encoded in ion 1 by the operation U x: The Bell-

state analyser consists of a controlled Z-gate followed by p/2 rotations and a state

detection of ions 1 and 2. Note that this implementation uses a Bell basis rotated by p/4

with respect to the standard notation. Therefore a p/2 rotation on ion 3 is required before

the reconstruction operations Z and X. The latter operations are realized by a p rotation

around the z and x axes, respectively. Grey lines indicate qubits that are protected against

light scattering. Ions 1 and 2 are detected by observing their fluorescence on a

photomultiplier tube (PMT). Only on a detection event j0i is the corresponding

reconstruction operation applied to ion 3. Classical information is represented by double

lines. For the fidelity analysis we apply U21
x ; and measure the quantum state of ion 3 by

observing its resonance fluorescence using a CCD camera.
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(ref. 14). Then, at any time within this lifetime, the actual tele-
portation step—taking less than 2ms—can be carried out: Ion 1 is
prepared in an arbitrary input state with local rotations. In our
experiments the teleported state jxl was one of a set of four non-
orthogonal test states jxð1Þl¼ j1l; jxð2Þl¼ j0l; jxð3Þl¼
ðj0lþ j1lÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
and jxð4Þl¼ ðij0lþ j1lÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
: The Bell-state analysis

is implemented by a controlled phase gate between ion 1 and 2 (ref.
11) followed by a p/2 pulse on each ion. Then the joint quantum
state of ions 1 and 2 is measured by illuminating them with light at
397 nm for 250 ms. Detection of fluorescence indicates the projec-
tion of the ion’s quantum state into the S1/2 state, (logical j1l),
whereas the absence of fluorescence indicates its projection into the
j0l state with nearly 100% detection efficiency. Fluorescence is
collected with a photomultiplier tube and the result is stored
electronically. The measurement process must preserve the coher-
ence of the target qubit, ion 3. Thus, the state of ion 3 is hidden by
transferring it to a superposition of levels that are not affected by the
detection light. In Caþ, an additional Zeeman level jHl ;
D5=2ðmJ ¼25=2Þ can be used for this purpose by moving any S1/2
population into the jHl level. The same technique is used to
sequentially read out ion 1 and ion 2 and discriminate between all
four possible states {j0l1j0l2; j0l1j1l2; j1l1j0l2; j1l1j1l2}: Con-
ditional on the measurement outcome, we apply the appropriate
unitary qubit rotation, 2ijy; 2ijz; ijx or 1 (with Pauli operators
jk) to reconstruct the state in the target ion 3, obtaining jx

ðexpÞl:We
emphasize that this conditional, deterministic step, in combination
with the complete Bell-state analysis, is one of the crucial improve-
ments with respect to all former experimental realizations of
quantum teleportation with qubits. Furthermore, after the tele-
portation procedure the state jxl is always available andmay be used
for further experiments.

To obtain directly the fidelity of the teleportation, we perform on
ion 3 the inverse of the unitary operation Ux ; jxlk1j þ
j �xlk0j; ðkxj �xl¼ 0Þ used to create the input state from state j1l.
The teleportation is successful if ion 3 is always found in j1l. The
teleportation fidelity, given by the overlap F ¼ k1jU21

x rexpUxj1l; is
plotted in Fig. 2 for all four test states. The obtained fidelities range
from 73% to 76%. Teleportation based on a completely classical
resource instead of a quantum-entangled resource yields15 a maxi-
mal possible average fidelity of 66.7% (dashed line in Fig. 2). Note,
however, to rule out hidden variable theories, a fidelity in excess of
0.87 is required16. This level of fidelity could be reached by improv-
ing primarily the magnetic-field stability and the laser-frequency
noise. For comparison, we also show data where the reconstruction
pulses were not applied. Without the classical information com-
municated from the Bell measurement, the receiver’s state is
maximally mixed, that is there is no information available on the
source state. Also, themeasurement outcomes of ions 1 and 2 do not
contain any information about the initial state jxl: Indeed, we find
each possible result with equal probability of 0.25 ^ 0.036, inde-
pendent of the test input states. Note that only with both the
receiver’s qubit and the result of the Bell measurement, can the
initial state be retrieved.

After the initial Bell-state preparation, only single qubit oper-
ations are performed on the target ion (see Fig. 1). Thus, although
the scheme presented here takes place in a confining potential
common to all three ions, it would, in principle, be possible to
separate the target ion from the other two ions. This could be
realized in segmented microtrap designs as developed previously17,
which allow separating single ions from a crystal.

To illustrate further the quantum coherence of the teleportation
process, we measure its fidelity as a function of the phase of the
reconstructing and analysing pulses (see Fig. 3). The oscillation of
the teleportation fidelity proves the phase relationship between
source and target qubit and thus the quantum nature of the process.

To emphasize the role of the shared entangled pair as a resource,
we store the Bell state for some time and then use it only later (after
up to 10ms) for teleportation. For waiting times up to 10ms
(exceeding the time we require for the teleportation by a factor of
5) we observe no decrease in the fidelity. Thus for future quantum-
information processing networks, and with entangled states as a
resource, quantum teleportation can be used for the distribution of
quantum information between different nodes of the network. A

Methods
Pulse sequence
To implement the teleporation we use pulses on carrier transitions RC

i ðc;JÞ and RH
i ðc;JÞ

(no change of the motional state of the ion crystal) and, additionally, on the blue sideband
Rþ
i ðc;JÞ (change of the motional state) on ion i. The index C denotes carrier transitions

between the two logical eigenstates, and the index H labels the transition from the S1/2
(m J ¼ 21/2) to the D5/2 (m J ¼ 25/2) level in the Zeemanmanifold. For the definitions of
RC;H;þ
i ðc;JÞ see refs 13 and 18. In contrast to Fig. 1, in the pulse sequence (Table 1) also the

spin-echo pulses19 are included. These pulses make the algorithm more robust against
detunings caused by slow laser and magnetic-field drifts. The timing of these generalized
spin-echo pulses was found by optimizing the robustness of the sequence against
detunings numerically and experimentally. The conditioned pulses 31,32,33 are applied
only if less than six photon detection events were recorded during the respective detection
time. For this purpose an electronic circuit counts the pulses of the photomultiplier tube
and modifies the pulse sequence accordingly.
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Quantum teleportation1 provides a means to transport quantum
information efficiently from one location to another, without the
physical transfer of the associated quantum-information carrier.
This is achieved by using the non-local correlations of previously
distributed, entangled quantum bits (qubits). Teleportation is
expected to play an integral role in quantum communication2

and quantum computation3. Previous experimental demon-
strations have been implemented with optical systems that
used both discrete and continuous variables4–9, and with liquid-
state nuclear magnetic resonance10. Here we report uncondi-
tional teleportation5 of massive particle qubits using atomic
(9Be1) ions confined in a segmented ion trap, which aids
individual qubit addressing. We achieve an average fidelity of
78 per cent, which exceeds the fidelity of any protocol that
does not use entanglement11. This demonstration is also import-
ant because it incorporates most of the techniques necessary
for scalable quantum information processing in an ion-trap
system12,13.

Quantum teleportation1 provides a means for transporting a
quantum state between two separated parties, Alice and Bob,
through the transmission of a relatively small amount of classical
information. For the case of a two-state quantum system or ‘qubit’,
only two bits of classical information are needed, which seems

surprising as precise specification of a general qubit state requires an
infinite amount of classical information. Aside from the obvious
differences in the various experimental demonstrations, the basic
teleportation protocol is the same1. Alice is in possession of a qubit
(here labelled 2) that is in an unknown state jwl2 ; aj " l2 þbj # l2;
where j # l and j " l denote eigenstates of the qubit in the measure-
ment basis. In addition, Alice and Bob each possess one qubit of a
two-qubit entangled pair thatwe take to be a singlet jSl1;3 ; j " l1j # l3
2j # l1j " l3 (where, for simplicity, we omit normalization factors).
Therefore, Alice possesses qubits 1 and 2, while Bob holds qubit 3.
Alice wishes to transmit the state of qubit 2 to Bob’s qubit using only
classical communication. The initial joint state of all three qubits is

jFl¼ jSl1;3^jwl2: ð1Þ

This state can be rewritten using an orthonormal basis of Bell states14

jWkl1;2ðk¼ 1–4Þ for the first two qubits and unitary transformations
Uk acting on jwl3ð¼ aj " l3 þ bj # l3Þ so that jFl¼
S4
k¼1jWkl1;2ðUkjwl3Þ: A measurement in the Bell-state basis {jWkl}

by Alice then leaves Bob with one of the four possibilities Ukjwl3:
Once Bob learns of Alice’s measurement outcome (through classical
communication), he can recover the original unknown state by
applying the appropriate unitary operator, U21

k ; to his state
Ukjwl3: We note that Alice’s Bell-state measurement can be accom-
plished by transforming from the basis {jWkl1;2} into the measure-
ment basis {j "" l1;2; j "# l1;2; j #" l1;2; j ## l1;2} before the measurement.
Our implementation uses atomic qubits (9Beþ ions) that are

confined in a linear radiofrequency Paul trap similar to that used in
ref. 15. The control electrodes are segmented into eight sections as
shown schematically in Fig. 1, providing a total of six trapping zones
(centred on electrode segments 2 to 7). Potentials applied to these
electrodes can be varied in time to separate ions and move them to
different locations. The qubits are composed of the ground-state
hyperfine levels j " l ; jF ¼ 1;m¼21l and j # l ; jF ¼ 2;m¼22l;
which are separated by q0 ø 2p£ 1:25GHz: These states are
coupled through stimulated Raman transitions16–18 from two laser

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the teleportation protocol. The ions are numbered

left to right, as indicated at the top, and retain their order throughout. Positions, relative

to the electrodes, are shown at each step in the protocol. The widths of the electrodes

vary, with the width of the separation electrode (6) being the smallest at 100mm. The

spacing between ions in the same trap is about 3 mm, and laser-beam spot sizes (in

traps 5 and 6) at the position of the ions are approximately 30 mm. In step 1 we prepare

the outer ions in an entangled (singlet) state and the middle ion in an arbitrary state

(equation (1)). Steps 2–4 constitute a measurement in a Bell-basis for ions 1 and 2 (Alice’s

qubits), teleporting the state of ion 2 onto ion 3 (Bob’s qubit), up to unitary operations

that depend on the measurement outcomes. In step 5 we invoke these conditional

operations, recovering the initial state. Interspersed are spin-echo pulses applied in trap 6

that protect the state from de-phasing due to fluctuating magnetic fields but do not affect

the teleportation protocol.
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